This paper describes the computation and analysis of the Earth's short-scale gravity field 40 through high-resolution gravity forward modelling using the Shuttle Radar Topography 41 Mission (SRTM) global topography model. We use the established residual terrain modelling 42 technique along with advanced computational resources and massive parallelisation to 43 convert the high-pass filtered SRTM topography -complemented with bathymetric 44 information in coastal zones -to implied short-scale gravity effects. The result is the 45 ERTM2160 model (Earth Residual Terrain modelled-gravity field with the spatial scales 46 equivalent to spherical-harmonic coefficients up to degree 2160 removed). ERTM2160, used 47 successfully for the construction of the GGMplus gravity maps, approximates the short-scale 48 (i.e., ~10 km down to ~250 m) gravity field in terms of gravity disturbances, quasi/geoid 49 heights and vertical deflections at ~3 billion gridded points within ±60 latitude. ERTM2160 50 reaches maximum values for the quasi/geoid height of ~30 cm, gravity disturbance in excess 51 of 100 mGal, and vertical deflections of ~30 arc-seconds over the Himalaya mountains.
Introduction

Data and methods
2.1 Data sets and combination 160 As high-resolution representations of the topographic masses over land, we selected the ~250 161 m (7.5 arc-sec) resolution SRTM V4.1 topography model provided by Jarvis et al. (2008) . 162 This data set is based on the second (research-grade) release of the SRTM mapping mission In order to avoid 'edge effects' of the SRTM-based forward-modelling along coast lines and 171 at  60 latitude, we included -outside the V4.1 coverage -bathymetric depth information 172 as available through the 30 arc-sec resolution V7 SRTM30_PLUS topography/bathymetry 173 model (Becker et al. 2009 ). The bathymetric component of the SRTM30_PLUS data set is 174 based on altimetry and -where available -depth soundings (Becker et al., 2009 ).
175
SRTM30_PLUS also contains bathymetric information for Earth's major lakes (Great Lakes, 176 Caspian Sea, Baikal) which is taken into account in ERTM2160 (Sect. 2.2). According to points near or at 60 latitude.
181
Following a case study by Hirt (2013) both data sets are combined at 7.5 arc-sec resolution 182 whereby SRTM30_PLUS data is used everywhere outside the V4.1 data coverage. This 183 ensures a mostly smooth transition from land to oceans and land to interior lakes, as well as at 184 the northern and southern extent of the SRTM coverage. SRTM V4.1 and its combination 185 with SRTM30_PLUS have proven suitable for short-scale gravity forward-modelling over 186 local and regionally limited land areas (e.g., Hirt, 2012) as well as along some coastal zones 187 (Hirt, 2013) . Notwithstanding it is important to note that at a global scale both data sets are 188 not free of errors and artefacts, necessitating some data cleaning as described in Sect 2.5. 189 190 2.2 Treatment of water bodies 191 192 We make use of the concept of rock-equivalent topography (RET; Rummel et al. 1988) , 193 allowing convenient treatment of topographic and water masses in forward-modelling with a 194 single constant mass-density. In the RET concept, the lake and ocean water masses are The short-scale gravity forward-modelling, i.e., the conversion of the high-pass filtered and (Forsberg, 1984) . Different to the original TC-approach, we do not distinguish between 277 different mass-densities over land and oceans in the forward-modelling. Instead we use the (Hirt, 2013) . In the RTM technique, the forward-281 modelling needs to be carried out only to some distance around P (Forsberg, 1984) . When 282 high-pass filtering the topography with a degree-2160 spherical harmonic reference surface 283 (equivalent to ~10 km), it is sufficient for all gravity functionals computed to take into 284 account mass-effects only within ~200 km radius . Beyond this radius, 285 mass-prism effects largely cancel out because of the oscillating nature of RTM elevations 286 (see also Forsberg and Tscherning, 1981) .
288
We divided the gravity forward-modelling task in 1 × 1 regions over land and sea, which 289 can be processed in parallel, i.e., independent of each other. This straightforward and efficient 290 approach of parallelization is taken here because computation points P can be computed 291 sampled from 7.5 arc-sec to 30 arc-sec outside ~100 km radius around P (using a 4 x 4 box 293 means), reducing the number of mass-elements and thus the required computation time (two-294 grid approach, cf. Forsberg, 1984) . Using a standard desktop PC (e.g. Intel Q9400 central 295 processing unit CPU @ 2.66 GHz) and a single CPU we observed a forward-modelling speed 296 of about 5-6 points per second. For a total of ~18300 1 × 1 tiles within the SRTM coverage We acknowledge some technique optimizations are possible, e.g., based on efficient tesseroid 302 formulae in place of prims (Grombein et al., 2013) , which however, will not circumvent the 303 need for supercomputing. Alternatively, Fast Forier Transform (FFT) methods (e.g., Forsberg 304 1985) could be used for a more efficient calculation of gravity effects from RTM data, while 305 the application of FFT for the accurate calculation of RTM vertical deflections is "rather 306 complicated" (Forsberg, 1985, p359) . FFT techniques were not deployed in this study.
308
To accomplish the forward-modelling we used the Epic supercomputer that is part of Western From inspection of all forward-modelled functionals, particularly local minima of gravity 333 disturbances turned out to be very sensitive for unnaturally steep gradients in topography 334 models (which occur at spike-like depressions). In a similar context, this sensitivity was 335 indicated by Featherstone (2001, 2002) who detected bad data areas in a national 336 elevation model via gravimetric terrain corrections. We decided to clean the input 337 topography by masking out the affected locations, before filling them with bicubic 338 interpolation. Though this procedure does not recover any information of the terrain shape, it 339 satisfactorily removes the identified artefacts from the input topography. We iteratively 340 repeated all steps of the forward modelling (Sects. 2.1 to 2.4) for computation points within a overall impact to be comparatively small.
345
We communicated the 'bad-data' locations to the producers of SRTM V4.1 and 346 SRTM30_PLUS V7, confirming the presence of artefacts in their data set. Importantly, these 347 problems had not necessarily become evident had we restricted the modelling to a regionally 348 limited area, e.g., European Alps, as done in past research (e.g., Hirt, 2012) . 
Signal strength as a function of terrain roughness 417 418
As a refinement of the global ERTM2160 statistics, signal strengths for the four gravity (Table 4) .
428
It is useful to form classes of different terrain roughness, e.g., variability of heights < 100 m, (Table 4) are very similar to the (global) RMS signal strengths (Table 3) . This is because 450 globally the mean terrain roughness is 92.6 m which is close to 100 m too. which we compare against those from ERTM2160 (Table 3) . that the former overestimates and the latter underestimates the quasi/geoid omission error of 486 degree-2160 geopotential models. Note that ERTM2160 essentially reflects the topography-487 implied gravity field characteristics over land, while the power law models are (partially) 488 based on gravity data over the oceans too, where the gravity field is often smoother.
489
ERTM2160 signal strengths are found to be mostly smaller than those implied by the power 490 laws ( Table 5 ). This either indicates underestimation of signal strengths by ERTM2160, or 491 overestimation through the power laws. Ongoing research attempts to clarify this observation. The following geodetic applications could benefit from the availability of ERTM2160.
500
 As a central application, ERTM2160 spectrally enhances degree-2160 geopotential 501 models (e.g., EGM2008) by simple addition of synthesized gravity effects and 502 ERTM2160 gravity. This combination provides spectrally more complete gravity 503 knowledge than provided by degree-2160 models alone, as could be demonstrated by 504 comparisons against ground-truth gravity field observations in several studies (e.g., For the application of the ERTM2160 topography-implied gravity field model, e.g., as a 531 proxy over regions with scarce gravity data coverage, or as an aid to smooth gravity field 532 observations before interpolation, it is important to be aware of limitations originating from 533 the modelling techniques and topography/bathymetry data used.
535
First and foremost, the ERTM2160 gravity forward-modelling is based on the assumption of 536 constant mass-density for the residual topography. While the mass-density of major water-537 bodies ( While the 7.2 arc-sec spatial resolution of the ERTM2160 short-scale gravity field 558 investigated in our study is much higher than that of any previous global forward-modelling 559 efforts (mostly 1 arc-min in the past), there is still a representation error involved. This is 560 because the very fine structure of the terrain at spatial scales of few metres to ~220 m is not 561 represented by the 7.2 arc-sec topography data used. In rapidly undulating and steep 562 mountainous terrain (e.g., 45° inclination) as an extreme case, the topography representation 563 error associated with 7.2 arc-sec resolution is estimated to reach values as large as ~100 m, 564 which translates into a gravity representation error of ~10 mGal. Use of higher-resolution 565 topography data in future forward modelling efforts will reduce this effect.
567
Finally, it is important to note that topography and bathymetry models only ever approximate 568 the geometry of the actual terrain and sea bed only to some extent. While any large-scale (i.e, 569 half-wavelengths of 10 km or more) errors in the elevation data are filtered out in the RTM-570 approach, short-scale errors will have entered unfiltered in the ERTM2160 gravity field.
571
Although an attempt was made to remove obvious small-scale bad-data areas from the input 572 topography and bathymetry (Sect 2.5), there may be smaller artefacts present in ERTM2160.
573
Particularly along the coastlines of the several hundreds of Pacific islands, the high-pass 574 filtered bathymetry often exhibits peak-like or circular depressions, with an associated ~10- The successful development of the ERTM2160 short-scale gravity model demonstrates that 583 ultra-high resolution gravity forward-modelling has become possible at a global scale based 584 on massive parallel computation. As such, ERTM2160 is the first of a new kind of 585 topography-based gravity field representations, which combine localized ultra-high resolution 586 information and near-global coverage. ERTM2160 gravity functionals can be used to 587 augment any degree-2160 harmonic model at spatial scales of ~10 km to ~250 m. This 588 enhances the spatial resolution of EGM2008 or other degree-2160 models by a factor of 40.
590
The ERTM2160 model was used to study the characteristics of Earth's short-scale gravity 591 field based on near-global coverage over land areas and ultra-high resolution. Spatially 592 varying statistics were applied to calculate global maps of RTM gravity signal strengths and 593 their dependency on the terrain roughness. The relationship between the RTM gravity signal 594 strengths and terrain roughness values was found to be linear with a correlation of 0.995 for 595 gravity, and slightly lesser correlation for geoid heights and vertical deflections. This was deviation) gravity field signals of 1.7 cm (geoid), 11 mGal (gravity) and 1.5 arc-sec may be 598 expected at spatial scales of ~10 km to ~250 m. This new rule of thumb may be of value to 599 easily estimate the magnitude of the omission error in gravity signals by degree-2160 600 geopotential models, notably EGM2008 over various types of terrain.
602
While a forward-modelling grid-resolution of 7.2 arc-secs -commensurate with the 250 m 603 elevation data -was chosen for this work, a further increase in forward-modelling resolution 604 is likely based on the ever-increasing performance of supercomputing resources. The global 605 calculation of gravity effects at the ~3 arc-sec SRTM basis resolution is foreseeable, as is a 
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